






ABOUT HOT HITS
The ATPCA Hot Hits program is a coaching tool 
(under ITF guidelines) that provides the platform for 
ATPCA coaches  to technically develop young chil-
dren at an earlier stage by providing a structured, 
‘play the game’, fun environment.

The Hot Hits program uses a system of modi-
fied courts, nets, racquets and balls enabling a 
progressive pathway of junior coaching from 4 
years of age onwards. Hot Hits scales the game 
down with reduced court sizes and set scoring so 
as to enhance the learning process and makes 
the game more fun. Learning efficient footwork, 
movement and balance is facilitated on a smaller 
court and the now readily available slower balls are 
designed to bounce lower (and move through the 
air slower) to suit the height of the young players.

The program promotes safety, fun, and challenge. 
It offers a holistic, child-friendly and practical 
approach to tennis education based on: modern 
tennis coaching equipment/aids, and modern 
teaching methodology.

Hot Hits delivers the ‘play the game’ learning 
experience to young students and parents whilst 
providing increased student engagement as well 
as extra grass roots participation for their coaching 
business. Some of the benefits include:  

- Technical Skills – students can now apply in 
real ‘play the game’ situations 

- Coaches – ability to analyse young student’s 
performance in real ‘play the game’ situations

- Game Knowledge – provides scoring, posi-
tioning, athleticism & sportsmanship 

- Enthusiasm & Enjoyment – accelerates learn-
ing, enjoyment of competing, awareness to 
improve 

- Far Earlier ‘Play The Game’ – eliminates 
young students becoming frustrated with tech-
nical skills   

- Assessment – constant progress measure-
ment from real ‘play the game’ results

- Team Environment – provides an early team 
atmosphere

There are three types of low-compression-balls 
which correspond with different court-sizes. The 

softer, slower balls give students more time to 
react, allow them to move to the ball and maintain 
a more consistent rally. Reduced impact is more 
“joints friendly” (especially in hand/wrist/elbow/
arm). They allow a smooth, injury-free transition 
to older junior (age of 10+) and adult tennis. The 
slower and more “upright” bounce of low-com-
pression balls allows for better timing and more 
comfortable contact point for smaller children. 

Low-compression balls are suitable for use in 
warm-up and fun-games. Stepping on them is less 
hazardous for children. They are also very effective 
in teaching students with disabilities and senior 
players with limited mobility. 

Although modern teaching equipment and inno-
vative coaching aids are an important part of the 
ATPCA Hot Hits Programme, the professional and 
interpersonal aspects are instrumental in develop-
ing skills and providing a safer and more enjoyable 
learning experience. 

Safety First
Accident prevention is imperative.  So ensure you 
conduct appropriate general awareness and safety 
instructions. 

Set up ground rules and present them to a new 
group/new students. 

Generally portable tennis equipment (nets and 
net poles) provided by the ATPCA Hot Hits pro-
gramme meet the highest safety standards for 
younger children however in the case of 4 mini-
courts being set up next to each other, coaches 
should exercise utmost vigilance and caution. 

Select tasks/activities/games/drills suitable to the 
specific age/skill group 

Do not conduct any drill or game which involves 
children jumping over balls or running where there 
are many balls in his/her pathway.

Safe courts and environment (inspecting for sharp, 
sticking out objects, pieces of glass, bolts, wires, 
slippery patches, cracks, holes/drains in the sur-
face are obvious safety hazards. 

Routinely cover the existing/permanent net poles 
with a thick towel or a track suit. Young children 
have a limited ability of judging distance, poor 
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sense of direction and orientation in the  
open space particularly when they are excited. 

React promptly and be very firm with children who 
create potential risks to themselves and others in 
the group (e.g. throwing the racquet, hitting/throw-
ing balls directly towards other children with the 
intention to hurt them…) 

Maintain a safe distance from one another during 
the drills/games. 

During the activities/drills/games/ball collection, 
position yourself in a way that enables you the 
most effective supervision and avoid situations 
where children are looking directly into the sun 
whilst you are explaining things. 

Position your ball hopper well behind children 
especially during self-feeding activities. 

Balls on the ground (especially when running back-
wards is involved) is a hazard. 

Apply sunscreen and wear proper clothing,  
footwear and a hat. 

Have regular drink breaks. 

Ensure that children use proper weighted racquets. 

Be aware of medical preconditions. 

Have on hand basic first aid kit. 

Immediately report injuries. 

Communication
Establish a positive rapport with children by being 
responsive to their comments/questions/concerns 
not necessarily related to tennis. 

For example, if a student tells you about a new pet 
ask about its name etc. Do not be dismissive and 
insensitive but limit your responses to a minimum 
and within reason, acknowledge your interest in 
matters they address. The best time to have friend-
ly conversations with children is in the beginning or 
end of the lesson or drink breaks and during ball 
collection. 

Establish a close eye contact with children (espe-
cially “newcomers”). Avoid wearing very dark sun 
glasses.  The coach then looks too “threatening”. 

With very young children demonstration is the most 
effective method of conveying/reinforcing verbal 
instructions. 

Children should not be overloaded with an overly 
detailed or technical description of the particular 
stroke/drill. The coach should always be aware of 
the fact that he/she is a role model for the pupils. 
They often religiously copy their coach… (also bad 
habits). 

Verbal instructions should be conveyed to children 
with a strong (not too loud) and clear voice in a 
friendly manner including appropriate body lan-
guage. 

With “troublemakers” speak calmly in a non-threat-
ening tone at first. Try appealing to their reason. 
Explain why their misconduct should be stopped 
(e.g. endangering safety of other children or coach, 
indicate that the waste of time denies whole group 
a fun-game (peer pressure). In extreme cases 
“sin-bin” should be used but only after two clear 
warnings. After the lesson such cases should be 
followed by a chat with an offending student in 
presence of his/her parents. As the last resort (after 
consultation with patents concerned) suggest tem-
porary suspension from the next tennis lesson. 

Use language which is understandable to very 
young children. (eg. loopy backswing and fol-
low-through on forehand drive can be described as 
“grumpy face”/”Harbour Bridge” and “smiley face”. 
(BEWARE OF TECHNICAL LINGO USED in tennis 
coaches manuals: For example do not say, “Your 
back swing is too excessive causing late contact 
with a ball”, “Put your left foot at 90 degrees in rela-
tion to the base line.” 
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Ball Feeding
There are 4 main methods of ball feeding: 
1. Coach to student

2. Self-feeding (forehand, serve)

3. Student to student (pair activities)

4. Ball machines 

Use of deflated/low compression (red/orange/
green) children-friendly balls makes feeding easier, 
more accurate and safer. It also provides more 
consistency giving students a higher success rate 
and confidence. 

With a very young uncoordinated child guiding 
her/his hand with a racquet throughout the stroke 
is very effective method of developing a forehand/
backhand/volley routine. It gives a child an instant 
sense of achievement. 

Forehand self-feeding can be introduced at early 
stages of coaching with a gradual increase of 
the distance from the net.  Beware though that 
the child does not drop the ball too close to the 
body or at right angles to his/her body.  It must 
be dropped “well out front” and from about head 
high - to give a reasonable bounce upwards to an 
average drive hitting point.

Student to student feeding (on forehand, backhan-
dand or volley) is recommended on Hot Hits green 
stage only and must of course be done properly 
to be effective.  The position and accuracy of the 
thrown ball (underarm) are essential.  Red and 
orange stage young children are not coordinated 
sufficiently to accurately throw the ball.

Important  
General Tips
• Whenever possible group children according to 

their skills and age. If possible avoid dispropor-
tion in gender distribution (eg. 5 girls + 1 boy 
and vice versa).

• Apply slow underarm feeding with a predictable 
trajectory.  If necessary or occasionally with the 
group, you can have the child awaiting to hit 
the ball with his/her racket already taken back, 
whether the ball is being dropped or thrown by 
the partner or coach. 

• During games and drills children should avoid 
facing the sun otherwise a frequent rotation/
change of ends is recommended. 

• Make sure that during coach’s demonstration 
students have a visual contact with her/him. 

• Use incentives (points, motivational stickers, 
merit awards…). 

• Any direct involvement of parent/-s) in coaching 
process is unacceptable. (Keep parents off the 
court unless there is a good reason).

• A child strongly resisting participation in the 
class should not be pressured. Let such child 
stay and watch other children having fun. Now 
and then extend invitation to her/him to join the 
group. Finish every coaching session with a 
short exciting fun-game. 

• Adjust to weather conditions (eg. do not intro-
duce beginners to a ball toss on serve in a very 
windy conditions). 

• Adjust to age composition within a group 
where possible.  For example, do not place 
a new 13 year old beginner in a group of 6-8 
year old pupils.  Try to establish a new group of 
12-14 year olds.

• Plan new ideas to avoid queuing the children 
during drills/games (use more than one ball 
collecting tubes, score keepers/umpires and 
frequently rotate them) 



Ball Collection
• This can be turned into a highly motivating 

activity/routine by adding some competitive 
edge. It can be successfully applied to a reward 
system: 

• Collecting number of balls as a “bail out” for the 
“jailed players”.

• The best ball collectors are nominated as cap-
tains of the teams. 

• The best ball collector chooses a fun-game 
played at the end of the lesson or is awarded 
with the merit card/credit. 

• Apply a ball collecting challenge such as:

• Bringing collected balls on the racquet to the 
basket without spilling them. 

• Making the biggest pyramid with the balls on 
the racquet.

• Try to develop a consistent routine whereby a 
ball collection precedes a drink break.  The most 
balls collected will get a prize (something small).

Etiquette and  
Sportsmanship
• Address your students by their first names 

(“Hey you!” is unacceptable). 

• Introduce children to the (simplified) rules of 
tennis and principles and etiquette of fair play 
(eg. unintentional hitting opponent, partner, 
opponent or a spectator.

• Do not show any favouritism/bias towards/
against any particular student or group of stu-
dents. 

• Ridiculing/insulting remarks must not be tolerated.

• Giving the pupils a sense of achievement 
through congratulations to the winner(-s), group 
clapping.

• Reacting promptly and decisively towards any 
behaviour that undermines safety standards, 
principles of fair-play and discipline. 

Presentation
1. Ensure a safe teaching environment (know how 

to manage injury situation) 

2. Use modern children-friendly teaching/coaching 
equipment/aids suitable for the age and playing 
skills of your students. 

3. Teach through fun and a variety of attractive/
exciting and challenging activities with maxi-
mum participation. 

4. Be accommodating towards student’s individual 
technical idiosyncrasies which are effective.  For 
example:

• Looping the racquet on the double-handed 
backhand backswing.

• Hitting forehand and one-handed backhand 
drives with the same extreme (Western) grip if 
talented that way (though using extreme West-
ern grip is a rare technique). 

• Hitting double handed backhand and forehand.
• Alternate variations on the “scissors” action 

on serve e.g. taking the racquet back without 
downswing. 

5. The importance of an impression you project 
on children (and their parents) on a very first 
contact with them. Mannerism (have a most 
enthusiastic attitude), body language, eye 
contact, speech, general grooming, state of 
your equipment, all cannot be overstated.

6. Be friendly and supportive and acknowledge 
and reinforce every success.

7. Promote objectivity, fairness and discipline 
through your own personal example and be 
impartial with decisions. 

8. Resolve any on court disciplinary problems with 
calm and in a non-threatening manner. 

9. Always show professional ethics in contacts 
with students and their parents. With students/
parents from non-English speaking or culturally 
diverse background show understanding and 
sensitivity.

10. Under no circumstances invoke any message 
(verbal or body language) implying any form of 
discrimination or prejudice.
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THE GAME  
BASED APPROACH
The role of the coach is of course not only to help 
with stroke production technique but to develop 
the child in a way that enables them to enjoy  
the game. 

The game-based approach does not mean that 
lessons involve students just playing tennis points. 
As with any complex skill, it is easier to learn if it 
is broken down into manageable parts. This is 
true for tactical as well as technical skills. By this 
approach, the game is broken down into specific, 
commonly encountered situations, adapted to the 
starter player’s level. Once a situation is identified, 

it is presented to the student as a problem to 
solve. The coach then sets up drills to hone the 

technical skills required to achieve the desired 
outcome. This approach allows players to 

have the feel of playing while getting the 
appropriate practice to improve  
technical skill. 

To provide an enjoyable tennis expe-
rience for starter players the coach 

should encourage them to learn to serve, 
rally and score as soon as possible. By 

using activities that are based upon what 
actually happens in the game, starter play-

ers experience the game at an early stage. 
An overly technical approach may impede 

actually playing the game. 

Teaching the  
Principles of the Game
1.  Define the court for each activity so that players 

can clearly see: 

 »  what is in or out 
 » where they should be standing (for a serve 

or to receive etc.)
 » where the ball will arrive 
 » where the ball must be hit into

2.  The starter player needs to understand that the 
game requires a player (or if doubles 2 play-
ers) at the other end of the court. You should 
facilitate an understanding that a point is not 
finished just because the ball has been hit over 
the net. Having two players (one each end) also 
helps develop reception skills and an aware-
ness of the opponent’s position (in trying to hit 
the ball away from them). 

3. Explain what is ‘in’ and ‘out’ and practice call-
ing balls.  Make clear what is the “baseline”, the 
“sidelines” etc. 

4.  Explain that only the first bounce (not second) 
counts when doing a “drive” - and no bounce 
for a “volley”.  A “child friendly” approach to 
this is to explain the ball is either “alive” or (if it 
goes in) or “dead” (when it goes out) or if it is 
not served into the correct area of the service 
receive box.

5.  Teach how a point is won and lost, including 
situations where a player: 

 » misses the ball 
 » hits the ball into the court and ideally away 

from the opponent who can’t get it back
 » hits the ball out
 » hits the ball into the net
 » allows the ball to bounce twice
 » double faults on serve 
 » hits the ball with anything other than the 

racquet 
6.  Use scoreboards to assist with keeping the 

score (such as pegs, balls or cones). Transition 
to calling out the score very clearly after each 
point.

 



7.  Ensure they know that they get two serves and 
which side to serve from and the “let” rule. 

8.  Provide a clear understanding of what a “game” 
and a “set” consist of; “deuce” is taught later.

9.  Teach the movement cycle from a ready posi-
tion, move to the ball, balance while hitting and 
recovery to an appropriate position. Also explain 
sometimes (for beginners) they can play “best of 
8” which means an outcome of say 5/3 or 7/1 
etc.  This provides for 2 service games for each 
player.

10. Explain about “first to win 6 games” wins a 
“set” and that sometimes it can be “first to 4 
games” for beginners. 

Starter Players - 
Encourage Competition
Fun simple competitions are encouraged in coach-
ing lessons. Appropriate competition: 

 » makes learning meaningful 
 » provides a measure of improvement 
 » assists mental and competitive development 
 » teaches respect for others, the game and 

the understanding of rules 
 » motivates all players 
 » provides an enjoyable off court social envi-

ronment 
To provide an enjoyable introduction to competition 
the coach should ensure that: 

 » effort and improvement are emphasised 
above results 

 » racquets, balls and courts are appropriate to 
each player 

 » the competition provides social opportunities 
as well as play 

 » an appropriate scoring system is used and a 
lot of play is provided 

 » there is no fear of competition 
 » players know that the result does not affect 

how we feel about them 

It is particularly important to focus on how a child 
plays in a match rather than the result. Ask ‘how 
did you play?’ rather than ‘did you win?’ Empha-
sise discovery of the game, effort, improvement 
and enjoyment. Play down individual results  
and rivalries. 

Parents should:

 » understand enjoyment in playing and trying 
to “achieve” on every point is an important 
part of the child’s development 

 » understand that improving and learning to 
compete is a gradual process 

 » focus on how their child is developing rather 
than results 

 » praise and encourage other children as well 
as their own 

 » not go on-court during a game or competi-
tion, unless they are sanctioned to help with 
the event. Parents are usually happy to be 
involved, however insurance considerations 
must be taken into account by the coach 
before allowing parents on the court

 » only get involved if they’re asked to by the 
coach or competition organiser 

 » learn about rules, court lines and scoring 
methods to help explain it to their children 

The coach should: 

 » keep parents informed of their child’s prog-
ress and readiness for competitions 

 » direct parents to competitions that are most 
appropriate for their children 

 » help parents view competition in a rational 
and realistic way through effective commu-
nication 

 » focus on how a child played in a match 
rather than the result. Asking, “how did you 
play?” rather than “did you win?” can help 

 » help parents to understand their role and 
how they can help 

 » support the organisers of competitions if 
you are not running it 
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Specialisation versus 
Generalisation 
Children should be encouraged to specialise in 
tennis (rather than play multiple sports) at around 
the ages of 11-13 (girls) or 12-14 (boys). Children 
should have developed a good athletic base 
by participating in a variety of different sports 
throughout their earlier years (4-12). 

Choosing a Racquet 
As a rough guide, when a child stands upright 
holding the racquet directly downwards, the end 
of the frame should be approximately 3cms from 
the ground. If the racquet touches the ground, it 
is too big. 

When choosing a frame, you should consider 
how this bigger frame influences the child’s ability 
to control the racquet face throughout the swing 
and use the segments of their body to create a 
smooth and fluent motion. 

A child playing with a racquet that is too big may 
diminish enjoyment of the sport because of an 
inability to control the racquet and (therefore) the 
ball. In addition, stress on developing limbs may 
lead to injury. 

It is recommended that, as a simple rule, if you 
have a choice between a bigger and smaller rac-
quet, choose the smaller one until you are very 
confident that the player is ready for the larger 
racquet and that none of the above problems will 
occur. 

Lastly, make sure that the grip size is small 
enough for a child to hold comfortably. Grips 
that are too big or too small can cause the child 
to grip too tightly, affecting their serving with the 
racquet.

Introductory  
Assessment
Coaches need to recognise motivation/needs/
expectations of their students at the very begin-
ning of the coaching programme. 

Remember, younger children at the initial stages 
of a coaching programme are attracted to sport 
by a fun factor rather than a drive to compete. The 
teaching process needs to be enjoyable for all 
participating children ensuring that their learning 
experience remains positive. 

The coach should cater for all children regard-
less of their motivation for playing tennis and 
treat their efforts/progress on an individual 
basis as much as possible whilst not over-
looking the group as a whole. 

The coach needs to assess the average 
ability of the group adopting the most 
suitable/optimal plan for the lesson as 
well as short and long term goals for 
each individual student. 

Before engaging children in a viable 
training program and competitions the 
coach should be familiar with the relevant 
medical history of students as well as their 
other educational/sporting/social commit-
ments.  This can more easily be obtained from 
parents when they book in their child.
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The Coach’s Challenge 
- Progression
The challenge for coaches and parents to keep 
children in the game and help them to progress  
is to:

 » Have an appropriate competitive outlet to use 
the skills that they are learning; 

 » Give them success quickly – teach them to 
serve, rally and score from the start; 

 » Get them engaged in actually playing the 
game – not only learning related skills of stroke 
production; 

 » Build a rapport quickly – children do not wish 
to continue taking lessons from people that 
they don’t like or who don’t show interest in 
them; 

 » Show them their progress – use fun systems to 
show children how they are improving; 

 » Encourage them to play more – take 2 lessons 
instead of 1 per week or play  or hit up after 
school with a mate if possible; 

 » Outside of lessons, set tennis “practice at 
home”. For example, tossing up a ball (in a 
serve action) say 50 times and let you know 
how many times they achieved the ball landing 
on the strings of the racquet which is flat on the 
ground;

 » Hit against a wall (drives and volleys).

Coaches should consider the individual player in 
making the decision to progress or not. Other fac-
tors that may influence this decision could include: 

 » Game style 
 » Moving at the same time as friends or team-

mates 
 » Appropriate standard players within the pro-

gramme to compete against and train with 
 » A balance of technical effectiveness and con-

formity to ensure long term progress
 » Age matching (as reasonably as possible) so 

that say a 12 year old (perhaps a slow devel-
oper) is not left in a group too long consisting 
mainly of mainly say 5-7 year olds.  This is very 
important.

It is of course more effective  to avoid moving play-
ers into a higher level unless they have achieved 
the appropriate skill competencies. However 
sometimes moving players to another group is 
unavoidable considering “age matching”.  The 
consequences of leaving a slow learner, 12 years 
old say, in with say 6-8 year olds is that the 12 
year old may drop out of your enterprise altogeth-
er. 

Often players will need to continue in a level longer 
than others before advancing. When repeating/
continuing in a level, it is necessary for the coach 
to stress the importance of gaining competence 
and development.  Do not give the impression that 
players have ‘failed’. 

When a player progresses from one stage (e.g. 
Red), to another stage (e.g. Orange), you may 
wish to have them continue to play both stages 
(e.g. Red and Orange) for a few weeks in order to 
“settle in”. 

There is no designated age at which a player 
should move to the yellow ball. On average, chil-
dren tend to be ready for the full game around 10 
– 12 years of age if they have progressed through 
the three stages of Hot Hits. More capable children 
who appear to be good enough to play full tennis 
earlier may move through the stages at a faster 
rate. Note there may still be a benefit in continuing 
to play with the Green ball to encourage good 
technical and tactical development, and children 
compete where they feel challenged but not over-
whelmed. Nevertheless commercial considerations 
also have to be taken into account.  This includes 
thought about an equal balance of numbers being 
strived for in each stage.  Sometimes too many 
already in one stage (say orange) may prevent a 
lower stage child (say red) from advancing into the 
new (orange) group even though he/she is ready 
for it.  In that case careful assessment must be 
made of the orange group as to whether some 
may move forward without overloading etc. Alter-
natively, you may be able to commence a second 
group of the orange level.
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OVERVIEW



STAGES: RED, ORANGE, 
GREEN 
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HOT HITS RED  
- STAGE 1
GAME SPECIFICATIONS

Court: 10.97 (L) x 6 metres (W)   

Net Height:  80cm - 84cm  

Racquet:  43-58cm (17, 19, 21 or 23 inch) 
depending on player size 

Ball:  Oversized foam or low compression felt ball 
with 25% compression 

Lesson Time:  30 minutes.   
Recommended class size 4-5. 

Objectives:

• Activities that build tennis specific coordination 
and skills

• Learning to compete

• Tennis etiquette introduced

Skills:

• Hit a forehand with a basic low to high swing 
(block and point the racquet) cross court and 
down the line.

• Hit a backhand with a basic low to high swing 
(block and point the racquet) cross court and 
down the line.

• Serve from a basic position over and into a 
single target area.

• Perform a basic split step and volley using a 
basic blocking action.

• Basic movement - balance, split steps and 
hand eye coordination.

• Game play: understanding of tracking the ball, 
use of basic 1, 2, 3 scoring of points, know 
when the ball is in or out, sportsmanship and 
basic tennis do’s and don’ts.

Progress:

• Rally the ball - 10 shots with a coach/4 with a 
partner.

• Challenge the serve - can I hit the ball into the 
appropriate service box the coach calls, 1 time 
out of 3 attempts?

• Can I compete in match play using the skills I 
have learnt?

Warm Up Activities 
1. Throw and catch underarm to develop per-

ception of depth, direction, bounce, spin and 
speed 

2. Learn the court by jogging to different court 
areas or lines 

3. Shadow swings doing specific footwork (run or 
sidestep) and performing strokes and self rally

4. Tag games to warm up and introduce an ele-
ment of competition 

Play Activities 
During the following “Play Activities”, continually 
reinforce all the tactics and techniques previously 
learned; Use play times to evaluate skills. Consider 
movement cycle, grips, contact points, set up, hit-
ting zone, ‘catching’ action on volleys, ‘throwing’ 
action on serves, service position and rotation on 
groundstrokes. 

1.  Under Arm Throw Rally - cooperatively throw 
underarm over the net with a partner. The 
rally is over when the ball bounces twice, the 
ball goes out of the designated area, the ball 
goes into the net or the ball is caught before it 
bounces. The team with the longest rally wins. 

 Throw and catch with one hand using both 
dominant and non-dominant; set up a marker 
at each baseline as the recovery position (home 
base); the player must return to the marker 
(using sidesteps) before throwing the ball to a 
partner; catch the ball in a sideways position 
(exploring FH & BH sides) and only at waist 
level to reinforce the concept of contact point. 

 Tactic is keeping the ball in play longer than 
opponent. 

2.  Throw cross-court and down the line - 
cooperatively throw underarm over the net with 
a partner. One player starts in the FH corner 
and alternately throws a cross-court then a 
down-the-line. The other player returns the 
ball directly to the first player. When the team 
completes the sequence of 4 throws, it gets 
a point. Repeat from the BH corner. Switch 
roles. The rally is over when the ball bounces 
twice, the ball goes out of the designated area, 
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the ball goes into the net or the ball is caught 
before it bounces. The team with the longest 
rally wins. 

 Set up markers at the recovery positions (home 
base); players throw the ball to the partner’s 
marker and must recover before their throw 
bounces (using sidesteps); they must also 
‘beat the bounce’ and be balanced and ready 
before the partner’s ball bounces on their 
side of the court; catch the ball in a sideways 
position (exploring FH & BH sides) and only at 
waist level to reinforce the concept of contact 
point; introduce an oversized ball and use two 
hands to throw the ball with a body rotation so 
that players practice turning their body during 
groundstrokes. 

 Tactic is moving the opponent around and the 
terms ‘cross-court’ and ‘down-the-line’. 

3.  Floor rally – set up targets at the intersection 
of the regulation singles sideline and baseline, 
sideline and service line. Cooperatively push the 
ball along the ground to a partner. Start with 
FHs, then BHs, and then alternate (with a ready 
position in between each push). 1 point for the 
pair if the ball stays on the line until it reaches 
the target and ½ point if it stays on the line until 
half way. 

 Introduce an eastern FH and BH grip with a 
‘laid-back’ wrist; help players experience a 
contact point that is out front and an extended 
hitting zone by ‘pushing’ the ball forward with a 
laid-back wrist and a sideways body position; 
reinforce that the ball goes wherever the rac-
quet face is ‘looking’ so make sure it faces the 
target for a long distance during the stroke. 

 Tactic is keeping the ball in play through control. 

4.  Floor footwork - played as a team relay, play-
ers start by sending the ball with a push along 
the ground from the designated start line to the 
finish line. The player then performs footwork 
in relation to the ball while it is rolling by staying 
right behind ball as it is rolling on the 1 st leg, 
in front of the ball on the 2 nd leg, circling the 
rolling ball clockwise on the 3 rd leg and 

circling the rolling ball anti-clockwise on the 4 
th leg. Player uses an extended hitting zone 
to send the ball in a straight line; help players 
experience quick adjustment steps and stay on 
the balls of the feet. 

 Tactic is keeping the ball in play with consis-
tency (good footwork and set-up means better 
consistency). 

5.  Floor cross-court and down the line – using 
the red court area without a net, cooperative-
ly push the ball back and forth to each other. 
One player sends the ball only cross-court. The 
other sends the ball only down-the-line. One 
point is gained if a pair completes a sequence 
of 2 cross-courts and 2 down-the-lines. Switch 
roles. Do FH only then BH only. The sequence 
doesn’t count if the ball goes outside of the Red 
court area. Recover to ‘home base’ between 
each shot. 

 Help players develop an eastern FH and BH 
grip with a ‘laid-back’ wrist; help players 
experience a contact point that is out front; 
players must be in a sideways position with 
their racquet set at the contact point to receive 
the ball; help players experience an extended 
hitting zone by ‘pushing’ the ball forward with a 
laid-back wrist and a sideways body. 

 Tactic is moving an opponent around. 

6.  Self rally - players start in positions as if they 
were rallying to each other. Each player per-
forms a self rally by sending the ball just above 
head height and to a target on the ground. 
Players must self-rally continuously for 5 times 
to get a point. No point is awarded if the player 
lets the ball bounce more than once, hits the 
ball facing the wrong way, has the incorrect 
grip or does not send the ball to head height or 
above. 

 Help players zero in on a centred contact point 
in good relationship to their body. Place a 
marker on the ground to aim the ball; an ideal 
contact point is waist level, out front of body 

and a comfortable distance from body; a 



continental grip will allow players to self-rally on 
both FH and BH sides; ‘palm up’ is used for FH 
and ‘palm-down’ is used for BH; players need 
to adopt a sideways position when self-rallying; 
a marker may assist to orientate feet. 

 Tactic is keeping the ball in play through a clean 
contact. 

7. Rally Ball - cooperatively rally back and forth 
with a partner. Players must recover to home 
base between every shot. Team with the lon-
gest rally wins. The rally is over when the ball 
bounces twice, the ball goes out of the desig-
nated play area or the ball goes into the net. 

 Players must receive the ball in a sideways 
body position with the racquet prepared and 
recover to home base after every shot; grips, 
contact points and the hitting zone to be 
reinforced; it is recommended to ‘flip flop’ back 
and forth from the Throw and Floor activities to 
this activity multiple times in a lesson. 

 Tactic is keeping the ball in play through con-
sistent rallying. 

8. Groundstroke feed - players are in teams 
(pairs). One player is the ‘feeder’ and coop-
eratively throws underarm to a partner hitting 
groundstrokes. Practice FHs, BHs and alter-
nate. The hitter must send the ball to a des-
ignated target which gains one point. Targets 
may be the feeder with control so they can 
catch it, a cross-court target or a down-the-line 
target. 

 Groundstrokers must receive the ball in a side-
ways body position with the racquet prepared 
and recover to home base after every shot; 
grips, contact points and the hitting zone to be 
reinforced. 

 Tactic is keeping the ball in play through con-
sistent rallying. 

9. Over arm throw - cooperatively throw over 
arm with a partner. To gain a point, a player 
must start from a serve position behind the 
baseline and throw the ball higher than the 
level of the fence. Their partner must catch it 
after one bounce. No point is gained if the ball 
bounces twice, the ball goes out of the desig-
nated play area or the ball is caught before it 
bounces. 

 Help players develop an overhead throwing 

action by having them start the throw in the 
‘trophy position’, turning, reaching up and 
ensuring that the throwing elbow stays beside 
body (doesn’t come forward); players to adopt 
a serve position sideways with front foot 
pointed at net post and behind the baseline 
to perform the throw; players reach as high as 
they can to release the ball; reinforce that there 
will be a full upward extension at contact when 
serving with the racquet. 

 Tactic is starting the point with an overhead 
serve. 

10. Flying target - players are in teams of 3-4 
players. Players start with one ball in each hand 
in a serve position (not trophy position). Using 
a service toss, the player lifts a ball into the air 
and using a throwing action, throws the ball in 
the racquet hand at the tossed ball. Every hit 
of the tossed ball gains a point. Players get 2 
attempts to get points each turn. After each 
turn, they switch with a teammate who is wait-
ing behind. Play for 4 minutes each game. 

 Help players to coordinate an accurate service 
toss with an overhead throwing action; players 
start in service position; toss the ball by holding 
it in the fingers (palm sideways) and using their 
shoulder to lift the ball into a position just higher 
than their contact point; reinforce the throwing 
action with the turn, reaching up to release 
ball at full upward extension and the throwing 
elbow beside body; players adopt a serve 
position sideways with front foot pointed at net 
post behind the baseline; players reach as high 
as they can to release the ball; reinforce that 
there will be a full upward extension at contact 
when they serve with the racquet. 

 Tactic is starting the point with an overhead 
serve. 

11. Under arm serve and return – in pairs, 
the server hits the ball underarm to a return-
er (without bouncing the ball to send it). The 
returner must send the ball back. This counts 
as one sequence and gains the team a point. 
No point is awarded if the ball bounces twice; 
the ball goes out of the designated play area or 
into the net. One player serves for 2 points then 
switch roles. To increase the challenge, limit the 
serving to FH or BH side. 

 Server starts in proper serve location behind 
baseline and returner starts on the opposite 
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baseline in a ready position; server tosses 
the ball up and uses their FH to send the ball; 
returner sends the ball back into the servers’ 
court with either a FH or BH depending on 
serve placement; for both players contact 
should be at waist level, in front of body and a 
comfortable distance from body. 

 Tactic is starting the point with consistency 

12. Overhead serve and return – in pairs, the 
server sends the ball with an over arm serve 
to a returner. The returner must send the 
ball back. This counts as one sequence and 
gains the team a point. No point is awarded 
if the ball bounces twice, the ball goes out of 
the designated play area or into the net. One 
player serves for 2 points then switch roles. To 
increase the challenge, limit the serving to FH or 
BH side. 

 Server starts in proper serve location behind 
baseline and returner starts on the opposite 
baseline in a ready position; ball contact for the 
server should be with racquet at full upward 
extension; returner sends the ball back into the 
server’s court with either a FH or BH depending 
on serve placement; the contact for the returner 
must be waist level, in front of body and a com-
fortable distance from body. 

 Tactic is starting the point with consistency. 

13. Throw and catch - cooperatively throw 
underarm back and forth to a partner who is at 
the net position and must catch with one hand 
(FH side with dominant hand, BH side with 
non-dominant hand). Team with the longest rally 
wins. The rally is over when the ball bounces 
twice, the net player lets it bounce once, the 
ball goes out of the designated play area or the 
ball goes into the net 

 Groundstrokers must catch the ball in a side-
ways position at waist level and out in front; 
volleyers must catch the ball with one hand, 
(dominant hand on FH side, non-dominant 
hand on BH side) in a sideways position, at 
chest level, and out in front; players start in a 
ready position two big steps from net and catch 
the ball with “soft hands” to absorb the contact. 

 Tactic is playing the net. 

14. Throw to volley – cooperatively throw under-
arm over the net to a partner at net position 
hitting volleys. Practice FH’s, BH’s, and then 
alternate. The hitter must send the ball to a 
designated target which gains one point. The 
target can be the feeder (with control so they 
can catch it) or a target cross-court or down-
the-line target.

 Volleyers must receive the ball in a sideways 
body position with the racquet prepared at 
chest height and recover to home base after 
every shot; reinforce that the basic volley 
has the feel of ‘catching’ the ball (avoid ‘hit’, 
‘punch’, ‘block’). 

 Tactic is keeping the ball in play through consis-
tent volleys. 

15. Team cones - players are split into two teams. 
Each team has a ‘base’ (designated by a mark-
er) at the side of the court. Players from team 1 
play at one end of the Red Court nearer the net 
while players on team 2 play on the Red court 
nearer the baseline. Each pair spins for serve 
and plays a game up to 5 points (alternate 
server every 2 points). ‘Sudden-death’ at 4-4. 
Once a player wins, they put a marker on their 
team’s base. They then wait for a different play-
er to play on the other team. Keep playing and 
changing partners for whatever the designated 
time frame is set by the coach (e.g. 5, 10, 20 
min, etc.). Team with the most markers on their 
team’s base wins. 



HOT HITS ORANGE - 
STAGE 2 
Game Specifications

Court: 18.29 metres (L) x 6.4 metres (W) 

Net Height: 80-91.4cm  

Racquet: 58-63cm (23 or 25 inch) depending on 
player size 

Ball: 50% compression

Lesson Time: 45 minutes.  
Recommended class size 4-5.

Objectives: 

• Maintaining a rally when receiving more chal-
lenging shots. 

• Serve with improved placement, smash, vol-
leys, grip change. 

Skills:

• Hit a forehand with a basic swing cross court 
and down the line with depth.

• Hit a backhand with a basic swing cross court 
and down the line with depth.

• Serve with a rhythmical swing over and into 
both service boxes.

• Movement - neutral, semi-open stances, body 
rotation, recovery and balance.

• Game Play - routines, real scoring (no advan-
tage).

Progress:

• Rally the ball - 20 shots with a coach/10 with a 
partner.

• Challenge the serve - can I hit the ball into 
the appropriate service box the coach calls, 2 
times out of 4 attempts?

• Can I compete in match play using the skills I 
have learnt?

Warm Up Activities 
1. Throw and catch to develop perception of 
depth, direction, bounce, spin and speed

2. Learn the court by jogging to different court 
areas or lines

3. Shadow swings doing specific footwork (run 
or sidestep) and performing strokes

4. Tag games to warm up and introduce an ele-
ment of competition 

Play Activities 
During the following “Play Activities”, continually 
reinforce all the tactics and techniques previously 
learned; Use play times to evaluate skills. Consider 
movement cycle, grips, contact points, set up, hit-
ting zone, ‘catching’ action on volleys, ‘throwing’ 
action on serves, service position and rotation on 
groundstrokes.

1.  Rally ball - Players are in teams (pairs) and 
cooperatively rally to each other. Players must 
recover to “home base” between every shot. 
The team with the longest rally wins. The rally 
is over when the ball bounces twice, the ball 
goes out of the designated play area or into 
the net. After a set time or a specific number of 
rallies, the player must switch with a team mate 
waiting behind. 

 Groundstrokers must receive the ball in a side-
ways body position with the racquet prepared; 
grips, contact point, hitting zone all to be rein-
forced; it is recommended to change back and 
forth from the Red Throw and Floor activities to 
this activity multiple times in a lesson. 

 Tactic is keeping the ball in play through con-
sistent rallying. 



2. Rally cross-court - players are in teams (pairs) 
and cooperatively rally cross-court back and 
forth to each other. Players must recover to 
“Home base” between every shot. Team with 
the longest rally wins. The rally is over when 
the ball bounces twice, the ball goes out of the 
designated play area or into the net. Start with 
FH cross-courts and then switch to BH. 

 Groundstrokers must receive the ball in a side-
ways body position with the racquet prepared 
before the ball bounces; Help players direct the 
ball by understanding the ball goes wherever 
the racquet face is ‘looking’; make the racquet 
face extend towards the target for a long dis-
tance during the stroke; grips and contact point 
to be reinforced. 

 Tactic is moving an opponent around with high 
percentage cross-court shots.

3. Cross-courts and down-the lines - cooper-
atively rally the ball to each other. One player 
sends the ball only cross-court. The other 
sends the ball only down-the-line. One point 
is gained if a pair completes a sequence of 
2 cross-courts and 2 down-the-lines. Switch 
roles. Do FH only then BH only. The sequence 
doesn’t count if the ball goes outside of the 
Orange court area. Recover to “home base” 
between each shot. 

 Groundstrokers must receive the ball in a side-
ways body position with the racquet prepared 
before the ball bounces; help players direct the 
ball by understanding the ball goes wherever 
the racquet face is ‘looking’; make the racquet 
face extend towards the target for a long dis-
tance during the stroke; grips and contact point 
to be reinforced. 

 Tactic is moving an opponent around. 

4. Serve to targets - players are divided into 2 
teams and each player takes turns to serve to a 
target on the BH side of the court (use big tar-
gets such as a chair, tennis ball box). Each server 
gets 2 attempts per turn. 1 point is awarded for 
every target hit by a team member. 

 Once every player on a team has had a turn, the 
other team serves. 1 st team to 5 points wins. 

 Servers start in proper serve location (behind 
the Orange baseline); a FH grip will allow the 
players to angle the racquet face easier; if the 
player has control over the racquet face, a 
continental grip may be possible; ball contact 
should be with racquet at full upward extension 
and the racquet face must ‘look’ at the target 
through contact to direct the ball. 

 Tactic is gaining an advantage by serving with 
placement. 

5. Overhead serve and returns – players are in 
teams (pairs) of serving and returning. The serv-
er gets 2 chances to serve the ball anywhere 
in the Orange service box. If the server miss-
es both serves they lose the point. Reinforce 
the concept of 1st & 2nd serve and introduce 
the concept of a ‘double fault’. If the serve 
goes in, the returner must place the ball back 
anywhere in the Orange court. If they do, no 
point is awarded for either team. If they miss, 
the serving team gets a point. After the point, 
the next players on the serving and returning 
team come up. First team to get 5 points wins. 
Switch teams. 

 The server starts in proper serve location 
(behind Orange baseline) and the returner starts 
on the opposite Orange baseline in ready posi-
tion; the server tosses the ball up and impacts 
at full upward extension; the returner sends the 
ball back into the server’s court; the returner 
can use either FH or BH (depending on the 
serve placement); returners should contact the 
ball at waist level, out in front of the body and a 
comfortable distance from body. 

 Tactic is starting the point with consistency.
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6. Throw to cross-court volley - split the court 
into 3 lanes with a feeder and a volleyer in each 
lane. The feeder cooperatively throws under-
armed to the volleyer who should send the ball 
to a designated cross-court target worth one 
point. The volleyer in the FH lane only uses FH 
volley and volleys cross-court to the centre 
lane, the volleyer in the BH lane uses only BH 
volleys aimed cross-court into the centre lane 
and the volleyer in the centre lane alternates FH 
volleys to the BH lane and FH volleys to the FH 
lane. Extra players pick up balls. Rotate in a cir-
cle 2 positions to the left after 2 minutes. Player 
with the most points at the end wins. 

 Volleyers should receive the ball in a sideways 
body position with the racquet prepared; rein-
force that the basic volley has the feel of ‘catch-
ing’ the ball (avoid ‘hit’, ‘punch’, ‘block’); ball 
contact should be at chest level, out front and a 
comfortable distance from the body; the racquet 
face must ‘look’ at the target through contact. 

 Tactic is gaining an advantage by volleying to 
the open court. 

7.  Groundstroke to volley - players are in teams 
(pairs) opposite each other on the FH and BH 
side at each end of the court. The feeder coop-
eratively sends groundstrokes to the volleyer 
partner at net position. The volleyer uses FH & 
BH volleys to maintain a consistent exchange. 
The team with the most rallies in 1 minute wins. 
Everyone moves one position to their left. 

 Volleyers should receive the ball in a sideways 
body position with the racquet prepared; 
reinforce that the basic volley has the feel of 
‘catching’ the ball (avoid ‘hit’, ‘punch’, ‘block’); 
ball contact should be at chest level, out front 
and a comfortable distance from the body. The 
racquet face must ‘look’ at the target through 
contact. 

 Tactic is gaining an advantage by volleying to 
the open court. 

8. Approach shot and volley – players are on 
2 teams. Each team gets half the width of the 
Orange court. Each team has a player posi-
tioned at the side of the court near the service 
line and a baseline player at each end. The 
player at the side of the court tosses a ball 
underarm so that it lands just in front of the 
service line. The baseline player moves up to 
hit the tossed ball as an approach shot (use 
FH first then BH) and moves to the net and 
attempts a volley to groundstroke exchange. 

The baseline player receiving the approach 
shot attempts to have a groundstroke to volley 
rally of 2 shots. The team gets one point if 
the volleyer and groundstroker complete the 
approach/groundstroke/volley sequence (3 
shots). Rotate players after each attempted 
sequence. 

 Volleyers should receive the ball in a sideways 
body position with the racquet prepared; 
players “walk-through” their approach shot 
and must split step after their approach shot; 
reinforce that the basic volley has the feel of 
‘catching’ the ball (avoid ‘hit’, ‘punch’, ‘block’); 
reinforce grips, contact points and hitting 
zones. 

 Tactic is gaining an advantage through coming 
to the net and volleying. 

9. No ad game - a standard game of Orange 
Tennis. One player serves for the whole game. 
Each game is regular tennis scoring except a 
“sudden death” point is played at 40-40 (No Ad 
scoring). The returner gets to choose to play 
the point on the Deuce or Ad side. If there are 
more players than courts, each player plays 
one game and then rotates off. 

 Reinforce the movement cycle, grips, contact 
points, set up, hitting zones, ‘catching’ action 
on volleys, ‘throwing’ action on serves, service 
position and body rotation on groundstrokes. 

 Tactics are keeping the ball in play to win points 
with consistency, moving the opponent around 
to help them miss (use cross-courts and down-
the-lines), placing the serve to gain advantage 
and playing the net to take the ball earlier. 

10. Tag team tennis - players are placed in 
teams of two. The first player plays 2 points 
against an opponent from the opposite team 
(they serve one point, the opponent serves one 
point). They then rotate with their partner who 
continues the score. Play up to 7 points. 

 Reinforce all the techniques and tactics previ-
ously learned; reinforce the movement cycle, 
grips, contact points, set up, hitting zones, 
‘çatching’ action on volleys, ‘throwing’ action 
on serves, service position and bodywork/
rotation on groundstrokes. Tactics are keeping 
the ball in play to win points with consistency, 
moving the opponent around to help them miss 
(use cross-courts and down-the-lines), placing 
the serve to gain advantage and playing the net 
to take the ball earlier. 
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HOT HITS GREEN  
- STAGE 3
Game Specifications

Court size: 23.77 metres (L) X 8.23 metres (W) 

Net Height: Regular height 91.4cm (H) 

Racquet: 63-66cm (25 or 26 inch) depending on 
player size 

Ball: 75% compression 

Lesson Time: 45-60minutes. Recommended 
class size 6.

Objectives: 

• With more advanced groups: ball spin (topspin 
vs. slice); introduction to offensive and defen-
sive lobs, drive volleys, concept of first and 
second serve, hitting off the forehand, choos-
ing to smash in air or after bounce, consistency 
in grip change. 

• Tennis etiquette reinforced.  Have good 
understanding of the rules and scoring system. 
Ready for independent score keeping and 
unsupervised umpiring. Basic understanding of 
singles and doubles tactics/teamwork. 

• Have fundamental knowledge of “competition” 
aspects and being “competition ready”.

• Introduce blocking fast first serve/ball with 
open stance (backhand and forehand) with 
limited backswing /follow-through. 

Skills:

• Hit a forehand and off forehand with a circular 
swing cross court and down the line with vari-
ous spin with depth and ability to change pace.

• Hit a backhand with a required swing shape 
cross court and down the line with various spin 
and with depth and ability to change pace.

• On volley using a shoulder turn and blocking 
action to the open court with depth.

• Movement - attack, rally and defensive stanc-
es, use of footwork movements as appropriate.

• Game Play - routines, real scoring including tie 
breaks, awareness of self and opponent and 
game situations.

Progress:

• Rally the ball - 30 shots with a coach/20 with a 
partner.

• Challenge the serve - can I hit the ball into the 
appropriate service box the coach calls 5 times 
out of 8 attempts at medium pace, or 2 out of 4 
to designated sides of service boxes (e.g. to a 
specified area of backhand receive in 2nd court).

• Can I compete in unsupervised match play 
using the skills I have learnt?

Warm-up activities 
1. Slow serves to fence or to opposite end of court

2. Shadow swings doing specific footwork (run or 
sidestep) and performing strokes

3. Tag games to warm up and introduce an ele-
ment of competition

4. Hitting up with partner to other end of the court

Play Activities 
During the following “Play Activities”, continual-
ly reinforce doubles positioning, teamwork and 
movement as well as all the techniques previously 
learned. Tactics are keeping the ball in play to win 
points with consistency, players should cover each 
half of the court (but can switch on lobs), playing 
the net to gain angles and communicating as to 
who takes a ball in the centre. 

1.  Rally ball - players are in teams (pairs) and 
cooperatively rally to each other. Players must 
recover to ‘home base’ between every shot. 
The team with the longest rally wins. The rally is 
over when the ball bounces twice, the ball goes 
out of the designated play area or into the net. 
After a set time or, a specific number of rallies, 
the player must switch with the team mate 
waiting behind. 

 Groundstrokers must receive the ball in a side-
ways body position with the racquet prepared; 
grips, contact point, hitting zone all to be rein-
forced. 

 Tactic is keeping the ball in play through con-
sistent rallying. 
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2.  Pinning and Moving - split the court into 3 
lanes. Cooperatively rally the ball to each other. 
One player is in the centre of the court and 
sends the ball to the sides. The players at the 
sides send the ball into the centre. Rotate other 
players in after 3 misses or after the players 
complete a sequence of 4 shots. 

 Groundstrokers must receive the ball in a side-
ways body position with the racquet prepared 
before the ball bounces; help players direct the 
ball by understanding the ball goes wherever 
the racquet face is ‘looking’; make the rac-
quet face extend towards the target for a long 
distance during the stroke; grips and contact 
points to be reinforced during this activity. 

 Tactic is moving an opponent around from the 
centre of the court. 

3.  Over and under - cooperatively rally back 
and forth to each other on half the width of the 
full court. A player is placed at the side of the 
net as a height reference and holds out their 
racquet. They call, ‘Over’ (hit the ball above the 
level of the player’s racquet) or ‘Under’ (hit the 
ball below the level of the racquet). Players get 
one point by completing 2 ‘over’ shots and 1 
‘under’ shot. Rotate players into each position. 

 Help players develop an eastern FH and BH 
grip with a ‘laid-back’ wrist; contact point is out 
in front and players must control the height of 
the ball by making their racquet path go low to 
high (for a higher shot) or level (for a lower shot); 
help players direct the ball by understanding the 
ball goes wherever the racquet face is ‘look-
ing’; make the racquet face extend towards the 
target for a long distance during the stroke. 

 Tactic is using height to gain or take away time 
from an opponent. 

4.  Serve and return - players are grouped into 
servers and returners. Servers start in either 
singles or doubles serving positions returners 
place the ball cross-court (regardless if they 
receive the serve from the singles or doubles 
servers) and past the service line. If the returner 
can place the return into this target area, 

they gain a point on that server. If they get 2 
points on any server, they become a server and 
that server becomes a returner. 

 The server starts in proper serve location 
(behind baseline) and the returner starts on 
baseline in ready position; servers toss the ball 
up and use their FH to send the ball; return-
ers send the ball back into the servers’ court; 
the returner can respond with either FH or BH 
(depending on serve placement); servers per-
form a throwing action to send the serve. 

 Introduce students to the concept of split step 
while returning serves and “blocking” return of 
hard serves. 

 Tactic is starting the point with consistency (in 
singles and doubles). 

5.  Serve to BH - players are split into 2 teams 
(Deuce side and Ad side servers). One player 
serves from the singles position, one from the 
doubles position. Servers start from the ser-
vice line and attempt to place the ball to a BH 
target. If two different players on the team hit 
the BH target, the team gets to move to the ¾ 
court line. Once two players hit the target again, 
the team gets to go to the baseline. The team 
that hits 2 BH targets from the baseline wins. 
Teams then switch deuce and Ad side and play 
the whole game again. 

 Help players use a continental grip; serv-
er sends a ball with an overhead serve and 
contact should be with racquet at full upward 
extension; help players direct the ball by under-
standing the ball goes wherever the racquet 
face is ‘looking’; make the racquet face extend 
towards the target for a long distance during 
the stroke; the server performs a throwing 
action to send the serve. 

 Tactic is gaining advantage by placing the serve 
to the opponent’s BH. 

6.  Groundstroke to volley - players are in teams 
(pairs). The feeder cooperatively sends ground-
strokes to a partner at net position hitting 

volleys. Practice FH’s, BH’s, then 



alternate. The objective is to rally cooperatively 
for as many shots as possible. 

 Volleyers must receive the ball in a sideways 
body position with the racquet prepared; 
players must split step to recover after each 
shot; reinforce that the basic volley has the feel 
of ‘catching’ the ball (avoid ‘hitting’, ‘punch-
ing’, ‘blocking’); help players direct the ball by 
understanding the ball goes wherever the rac-
quet face is ‘looking’; make the racquet face 
extend towards the target for a long distance 
during the stroke. 

 Tactic is keeping the ball in play through con-
sistent volleys. 

 Lob to overhead - players are in teams (pairs). 
The feeder cooperatively sends a lob to the 
partner at net hitting overheads. The overhead-
er sends a cooperative shot back and the pair 
tries to hit as many lob/overhead combinations 
as possible. Once a player misses twice, they 
switch with a player waiting at the side. 

 Overheaders must move quickly to get side-
ways with their racquets prepared under the 
ball; control the ball by using the principles 
of racquet path, angle and speed; reinforce 
an overhead impact is at full upward exten-
sion (like the serve) and the lob has the same 
impact as a groundstroke; help players direct 
the ball by understanding the ball goes wher-
ever the racquet face is ‘looking’; make the 
racquet face extend towards the target for a 
long distance during the stroke. 

 Tactics are using an overhead smash at net 
and lobbing for defence. 

7.  Approach shot and volley - players are in 
teams of net players and ‘passers’ located at 
each end of the court. Each net player and 
passer plays on half the width of the court. The 
passer starts by feeding a short ball to the ser-
vice line of the net player who hits an approach 
shot and must come to the net. The point is 
played out. The passer can hit any shot includ-
ing the lob. If the passer wins, they replace the 
net player. 

 Net players must split step to receive a volley 
or a lob; passers must set-up well to have time 
to place the ball; reinforce that the passers 
only have a half width court so keeping the 
ball lower (at the feet) or higher (over the head) 

of the net player is best; net players can use 
angles (since they are closer) or short ‘drop 
shots’; control the ball by using the principles 
of racquet path, angle and speed. Reinforce 
split stepping while approaching the net. 

 Tactics are taking the net and finishing the point 
off short balls and passing a net player. 

8. Doubles - players are in pairs (doubles teams). 
Each team plays 1 regular scoring game as 
server and then rotates off. Returning team 
becomes the serving team. New teams coming 
on the court are returning. All players play an 
entire game at every position. 
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Beginner Coaching
-  Movement

-  Hints
-  Common Errors

for
-  Forehand
-  Backhand

 -  Serve & Smash
-  Volley
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BEGINNERS FOREHAND 
(each level)
Show Forehand grips (general description) 

Present in progressive stages (building blocks): 

1–2–3–4 - do not dwell on these parts - instead 
progress quickly to;

(1+2) – (3+4) - (Combine 1 and 2, then 3 and 4), 
then;

(1+2+3+4) - (Combine all segments) - Give the 
students plenty of active swings before hitting  
the ball.

Movement: 

1. Upper body turn, backswing in a “harbour 
bridge” curve shape towards the back fence 
whilst taking back the right elbow too.  Swivel 
(twist feet). 

2. Stepping forward into the ball but not across. 
Left hand pointing out towards the oncoming 
ball. 

3. Contact in front of the left knee, body weight 
transfer, hitting the ball with low to high racquet 
motion, trunk rotation, racquet almost horizon-
tal at the impact. Hitting arm has a slightly bent 
elbow. 

4. Follow-through towards the LHS of the student. 
Hips and shoulder rotation into the stroke. 
Body weight is then fully transferred onto the 
front foot (indicated by a tip-toe on the back 
foot). 

Coaching hints for Forehand

• Explain basic footwork when moving off 
towards a ball coming on Forehand side.

• Explain the concept of basic top-spin. Demon-
strate brushing up the ball against the net drill. 

• Make allowances for grip variations i.e. Eastern, 
semi Western or full Western grips. 

• On orange/green levels introduce students 
to open stance (especially on return of faster 
serves, smashes). 

• Allow pivot at elbow (developing later to multi 
segmental swing incorporating whole body).

• Swishing sound on the racquet during a follow 
through motion + body weight transfer onto 
the front foot. (The body weight transfer is not 
critical).

Most common forehand errors of beginners: 

• Incorrect grip

• Late preparation/backswing/contact point

• Insufficient shoulder/hip rotation

• Insufficient/excessive follow-through

• Taking eyes off the ball (at impact point)

• Hitting off the back foot

• Not bending hitting arm on follow-through

• Loose wrist

• Lazy footwork/flat footed

• Bending waist instead of knees on the low balls

• Not hitting “through” the ball

• Lack of racquet acceleration.

BEGINNERS BACKHAND 
(each level)
(If there is an obvious lack of strength at a very 
young age it is recommended to teach double 
handed backhand to children starting tennis – 
otherwise one hand).  Some children, irrespective 
of strength, may show a “natural” tendency to 
use both hands. In that case it is appropriate to 
encourage it.

Show Backhand grips (general description) 

Present in progressive stages (building blocks).  As 
described for the forehand, do not dwell on these 
“blocks”.  Move on quickly to the full swing: 

1–2–3–4 

(1+2) – (3+4) - (Combine 1 and 2, then 3 and 4)

(1+2+3+4) - (Combine all segments)
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Movement: 

1.  Upper body turn, shoulders side on, straight 
back backswing pointing out at the back fence, 
leading arm straight.  Swivel (twist feet).

2.  Step forward into the ball. Stepping across 
(slightly) is okay. 

3.  Contact in front of the right knee, body weight 
transfer, hitting the ball with low to high racquet 
motion, trunk rotation, racquet face perpendic-
ular or slightly closed in relation to the ground 
at the impact point. The arms relatively straight 
(especially the leading one). 

4.  Follow-through towards the hitter’s right hand 
corner of the back fence. Hips and shoulder 
rotation into the stroke with both hands finishing 
opposite the right eye. Body weight fully trans-
ferred on the front foot indicated by a tip-toe on 
the back foot.  The body weight transfer is not 
critical. 

Coaching hints for Backhand

• Explain basic footwork when moving off 
towards a ball coming on backhand side. 

• Explain the concept of basic top-spin. Demon-
strate brushing up the ball against the net drill. 

• Make allowances for grip variations depending 
on whether one handed or 2 handed backhand. 

• On orange/green levels introduce students 
to open stance (especially on return of faster 
serves, smashes).

• Swishing sound on the racquet’s during a follow 
through motion + body weight transfer out the 
front foot. 

Most common backhand errors of beginners: 

• Incorrect grip, if 2 handed, misplaced (switched) 
hands, a gap between the fists on the racquet.

• Late preparation, backswing, contact point

• Insufficient shoulder, hips rotation

• Not getting under the ball, lack of top-spin.

• Bending arm/s at the contact with the ball

• Insufficient/excessive follow-through

• Taking eyes off the ball at impact point (lifting 
head up too early)

• Hitting mainly off the back foot/lack of body 
transfer (lack of “a tip-toe” on the back foot)

• Not bending arms on follow-through

• Racquet too close to the body during the swing

• Loose wrists

• Misjudging the distance to the wider balls

• Too late backswing

• Bending at waist instead of knees on the low 
balls

• Not hitting “through” the ball/lack of racquet 
acceleration/not generating enough racquet 
speed prior to the contact. No “swish” sound 
on follow-through.
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BEGINNERS SERVE  
(each level)
Red Stage:

On red level allow children to use Western grip (if 
very young or having great difficulty), otherwise the 
semi Western or Eastern forehand grip. 

1–2–3–4 - (1) Swing “scissors” up to horizontal 
both arms, (2) then left arm vertical as if letting ball 
go and right arm into “backscratch”, (3) reaching 
up as if hitting the ball and lowering left arm at 
same time, (4) follow through with right arm and 
left arm comes down.

(1+2) – (3+4) 

(1+2+3+4) 

Explain the serving stance and ready position. 
Tossing the ball and keeping arm extended (rather 
than pulling it quickly down) reaching up following 
the ball (toss).

Orange/Green Stages:

1.  For the orange stage commence to move chil-
dren from the semi Western grip if they are still 
using that, then progressively ensure the East-
ern forehand grip is used for the green stage. 
Then move further to the continental grip for 
those who have become even more advanced.

2.  Preparation. Arms swing down together (“scis-
sors” action). Release the ball at capital “T” 
arms’ position with a firm wrist. Extension of 
the tossing arm.

3.  Ball toss/backswing. The ball is released at 
eye level and tossed up to a required height 
with the straight (stiff initially) left arm whilst the 
elbow of the hitting arm bends and dips into 
the “backscratch” position. Tossing arm must 
still be straight and palm of the tossing hand 
facing up. Keep eyes on the ball during con-
tact. Note the “stiff” tossing arm can be relaxed 
(less stiff) after the green stage.

4.  Contact. Opening up the shoulders into the 
serve direction. Upward motion of the right arm 
(unwinding). Full extention of the hitting arm. 
Reaching up to the ball on the toes with the 

head/chin up. Body weight transferred to the 
front foot. 

5.  Follow-through. The racquet moves across 
the body. Body weight fully on the front foot. 
Allow one step forward to “catch balance”.  It is 
imperative to accurately toss the ball.

 Allow students to practice part of the serving 
action; i.e. commence from the back-scratch 
position, followed by a ball toss, then contact 
and follow-through all as one movement.  

Coaching hints for Serve

• An imperative to work towards, is the accuracy 
of the toss WITHOUT BENDING THE LEFT 
ELBOW.  Extensive practice is required for this 
with exercises such as placing racquet flat on 
ground in front of left foot as “target” to have ball 
land after a toss.  Have children place racket 
flat on ground in front of  left toe and see how 
many times they can toss the ball to land on 
the strings.  They must be partnered since the 
partner counts the balls landing on strings whilst 
the tosser  keeps his/her head looking up for a 
few seconds after it leaves the left hand. Tell stu-
dents to imagine their left arm (whilst tossing) is 
“frozen” for the red and orange stages.  For the 
green stage less emphasis needs to be placed 
on this “stiffness”.

• Encourage (more advanced students) to step 
forward with the right foot to regain balance 
after hitting the ball and during the fol-
low-through. 

• Students need to keep their eyes glued to the 
ball at contact. Accustom children to stop their 
serving action if an inaccurate ball toss. 

• Do not introduce beginners (at any level) to 
serving facing the sun. 

Most common serving errors of beginners: 

• Using unsuitable grip for particular age/level 

• Inaccurate ball toss: sideways, too low too high 
- usually caused by insufficient practice on toss.

• Tossing hand is grasping the ball too tight 
(instead of using fingers) 

• Lack of semi side-on position 

• Tossing with a bent arm and withdrawing it too 
fast 
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• Lack of shoulder/trunk rotation 

• No body/racquet extension/no knee bend/no 
body-weight transfer (Note: the appropriate 
body-weight transfer will be totally dependent 
on the accuracy of the ball toss)

• Insufficient back-swing towards “backscratch 
position” 

• Uncoordinated motion between left and right 
arms

BEGINNERS SMASH 
(orange and green 
level)
There are two types of smash - air smash and 
bounced smash.  The air smash (before ball 
bounces) is more footwork oriented so as to get 
into position.  It is a less complete movement than 
the serve, since the “scissors” action (for the “1” 
position is eliminated and it is presented effec-
tively as 2+3+4.  However, the bounced smash is 
presented with the same movement as the serve.  
Footwork (movement to position) is adapted into 
the sequence 2+3+4 for air smash, or 1+2+3+4 for 
bounced smash of the serve, as the coach invents.

Coaching Hints for Smashes

• Point out similarities to the serving action and 
demonstrate the differences between bounced 
and air smashes (as mentioned above air 
smash has no “scissors” action, racquet on 
the backswing goes straight back into a near 
“backscratch” position). Demonstrate basic 
footwork applied in positioning for smashes. 
Emphasize the full arm extension and the role of 
wrist snap. 

• On red level allow children to have semi West-
ern or Eastern forehand grips and in some 
cases of a child having extreme difficulty, he/she 
could use a Western grip. 

• Some coaches prefer not to attempt smash 
technique coaching at red level and introduce 
this at orange level.  Certainly green level chil-

dren find it easier to handle.

• If the smash is undertaken, minimise 
the height of the lobbed ball otherwise 
it bounces too high or is too difficult to 
“time”  (the ball descent).

Most common errors on Smash:

• Wrong/loose grip

• Late Preparation, not taking semi side-on  
position, lazy footwork

• Lack of shoulder, trunk rotation

• No body/racquet extension, no knee bend

• Not getting quickly into best position  
(footwork)

BEGINNERS VOLLEY 
(each level)
Grips for forehand volley: 

• At red level: Semi Western, East-
ern-Forehand 

• At orange/green: Eastern-Forehand 
progressing towards Continental 

Grips for backhand volley: 

• At red and orange levels: Eastern-Backhand 

• At green level: Continental 

Ultimately most players at green level should be 
competent at hitting all volleys/serves and over-
heads with Continental grip. 

From “ready” position. The racquet is in front of 
the body, chest height. 
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Forehand Volley
1 - From ready position, twist right foot, then short 
racquet backswing.

(1+2) - On (2), left foot comes forward to a new 
position (as the ball is hit).

1.  Turn. Slight shoulder turn to the side. Use sup-
port of the left hand. Racquet head should be 
elevated above wrist. 

2.  Impact/contact + follow-through as a jab only, 
only to the front (racquet facing straight down 
the court). Firm wrist, stepping left foot into the 
shot. The “stepping” left foot and hitting arm 
work in synch. 

Backhand Volley
1–2 - Same as forehand volley except on left  
hand side.

(1+2) 

1.  Turn. Slight shoulder turn to the side. Use sup-
port of the left hand initially - but not during the 
shot. Racquet head should be elevated above 
wrist upwards and slightly extended in front. 

2.  Impact/contact + follow-through, release left/
supporting hand from the racquet, firmly punch 
the ball in front of the body while stepping with 
the right foot forward on contact. 

Although dropping head of racquet on backhand 
volley is often used with advanced players, at 
beginner stages it is avoided. 

Most common volley errors: 

• Incorrect/loose grip, racquet face too open or 
closed

• Excessive back-swing

• Not “punching” the ball

• Hitting the ball off the back foot

• Not bending knees especially on lower volleys

• Late/too early contact (timing improvement 
needed)

• Dropping racquet head below the wrist level 
(more acceptable the higher the standard)

• Poor footwork while approaching the net

Coaching hints for Volley

• Importance of knee bend, particularly for lower 
balls. 

• Recovery to the “ready position” after last volley. 

• Racquet head and the wrist move/work togeth-
er at the ball impact. 

• Double handed backhand volleying should 
be allowed in some cases (with weaker arms, 
heavy/oversized racquets). 

• Often teaching forehand volley before back-
hand volley provides confidence in some 
children and ensures a smoother transition to 
backhand volley. 

• A very short backswing should be allowed for 
more advanced green level students. 

• Stepping into the oncoming ball is not neces-
sary for advanced (green level) players dealing 
with high velocity balls.  However, it is useful 
for teaching red and orange levels so as to 
enhance the “punch” effect (which should be 
encouraged).

• Progressively introduce green level students to 
underspin. 

For more detailed description of all strokes look up 
the ATPCA Supercoach Manual (pages 167-213) 
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SELECTION OF  
ELEMENTARY GAMES 
Endorsed and Recommended by ATPCA

More games with a detailed description can 
be found in the ATPCA Supercoach Manual or 
through the free online coaching resource www.
tennisdrillshq.com   

General (warm-up, warm-down, fun-games): 

For very early stages of red level. Students in line-
up formation with reasonable spacing follow the 
coach mimicking her/his tennis related actions: 
walking on toes/heels, hopping, jumping, bend-
ing down on both sides while running/strolling, 
backward/shuffle running, bouncing the ball on the 
ground/in the air while walking. Apart from gen-
eral warm-up the game develops team work and 
orientation on the court. 

Hungry Crocodile

In the Hungry Crocodile the kids are lined up along 
the net ready to hit volleys.  The coach will visually 
show the players how to hit a volley, dependent 
upon the level of the child, the volley will either be 
more or less technically focused.

1.  Once the kids are lined up the coach will feed a 
ball to a player, going from left to right to begin 
and then mixing it up randomly.

2.  The players will try and hit a volley into the 
court. If they miss they will have part of their 
body eaten by the hungry crocodile.

3.  After the first mistake they will lose an arm and 
have to put their non-hitting arm behind their 
back

4.  After the 2nd miss they lose a leg and will have 
to hit the volley off one leg

5.  After the 3rd miss they lose both legs and will 
have to kneel

6.  After missing a 4th time they are out of the 
game

The coach will have to provide a feed that is 
suitable to the player’s level and physical stature. 
A feed off the racket is usually too difficult for the 
child to handle, so normally the coach should 
underarm feed the ball to be more accurate  
and gentle.



Ball Throw & Service

Before a boy or girl is able to serve they must first 
learn how to throw. This is particularly important for 
kids aged between 4-6 who are still learning the 
fundamental motor skills necessary to play. With 
the serve being one of the hardest basic shots to 
learn, it is important that this follows a progressive 
sequence.

For this kids service drill, this is how it works:

1. Begin by practising throwing at cones from the 
service line. The children should count how 
many times they throw it in, and if they hit a 
cone they get double points. (They will aim 
to beat this score next turn – only competing 
against themselves and not each other).

2. If the coach sees appropriate they can move 
back gradually to the baseline.

Note: Generally only two players on,  
on either side of the centre mark at each time. 
Therefore the boys and girls should throw three 
balls and then rotate with anyone waiting in line 
behind (if there are more than 4 kids present).

Lava Balls

Lava Balls is a good footwork, fitness and 
warm-up game that kids love to play.

1. The boys and girls will line up inside the 
doubles alley. They are not allowed to step 
on the singles or doubles line or go outside 
of these lines (the lines are an imaginary 
cliff).

2. The coach stands at the other end of 
the doubles alley (indicated by the racket 
below) and with a basket of balls besides 
him/her. The coach then starts rolling the 
balls towards the kids.

3. The kids must dodge these balls (note: play 
with low compression balls [25% is ideal] so 
that getting hit does not hurt).

4. If a boy or child gets hit by the rolling/low 
bouncing ball, they must go and pick up 
three balls and put them back in the bas-
ket, upon which they can rejoin  
the game.

Tip: Incorporate levels into the game. So begin 
on level 1 when the balls come slowly. Then 
move up levels where the balls go faster, or 
even two or three balls at a time. This will 
increase excitement for the game and keep 
things exciting for the kids.
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Pacman

Pacman is a great game to play with a group of 
kids at the start of the lesson as a warm-up. It’s 
fairly simple to play, and follows somewhat the 
traditional arcade game that it’s named after.

1. One player is in and stand on the “T” – the 
intersection between the service line and centre 
line (marked with a purple circle below). Their 
job is to run around and tag the other players. 
However both the player who is “in” and the 
other players are only allowed to run along the 
lines of the court.

2. If a player gets tagged, they sit down and act 
as a blocker – meaning no other player can run 
past them, or they will be tagged by the blocker.

3. If a player runs off the lines, they sit down and 
become a blocker where they ran off the line.

4. The net also acts as a line in this game (as pic-
ture below there is a player who is on the net.

5. This is a half-court game, players must stay on 
the same end, and cannot go on the other side 
of the net.

Relay Race

The relay race is a simple team race around a 
cone and back, competing against the other team 
next to them.

Variations of the game can include:

• Bouncing the ball between the racket and the 
ground

• Bouncing the ball on top of the racket and 
letting it bounce once on the ground and then 
repeating (for advanced kids you may not allow 
them to let it bounce on the ground).

• Hitting it and rolling the tennis ball along the 
ground

• Balancing it on the racket while moving (for 
beginners).

• A combination of the first two dot points (i.e. 
one bounce down on the ground and one 
bounce up — for more advanced players)

If a mistake is made, ensure that the boys and girls 
collect the ball and go back to where they made 
the mistake and begin again from there.

Let the children transfer the ball from one player in 
line to the next one by hand.
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Fruit Salad

Fruit Salad is a fun and enjoyable volley drill for 
kids. The boys and girls should line up in the 
correct position at the net (closer than normal as 
they are younger). The correct volley, hammer grip 
should be taught when possible.

1. Each child picks a fruit and lines up behind a 
cone at the net

2. The coach calls out the fruit and throws them a 
volley (by hand). This should be done randomly 
and not in order, that way the kids stay concen-
trating when it’s not their turn

3. At random intervals the coach calls out ‘fruit 
salad’ at which the kids drop their racket and 
runs to the back fence, touches it, and runs 
back to their cone.

4. The last child back is out. And the game  
continues.

The games should be short so that those who are 
out aren’t waiting for long. This can be changed 
around so that the boy or girl who is out is only out 
for one round and then comes back in, and swaps 
with the person who just lost.

Another option is not to have any negative result 
coming from the last person back, but rather a 
reward for the first person back in position behind 
their cone. Or a reward for a child that tries their 
best (that way everyone can be encouraged and 
rewarded).

Hit and Catch

Catch and Hit is aimed at beginners who are still 
learning consistency in their stroke development. 
Simply, players will line up in pairs, using a service 
box each as a court.

One player will throw the ball to the other player, 
who will hit it back, with the other player needing 
to catch it (on the full or on the bounce is ok). If this 
is all done correctly the pair will get a point each. 
After 5 minutes the coach should swap around the 
players so that the other person is now throwing 
and catching and the other partner is hitting.

This time they should aim to beat their first  
round score.
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Cone Catch & Hit

In this drill players will be playing on either the 
full size court or modified courts at the coach’s 
discretion.

One side will have kids throwing the ball to the 
player on the other side who will hit back to them 
and will require the kids to catch the ball in a cone 
or bucket out to the side (and stepping across) as 
if they were preparing for a forehand or backhand. 
This will encourage proper movement catching the 
ball out in front for the young players.

Swap after half way. A simple progression would 
be to take a step back for each player. And a 
simple regression would be for the hitter to do a 
drop-and-hit rather than hitting a ball that is being 
thrown to them.

First to Five

First to Five sees kids undertake a partner rally in a 
modified court (and with modified equipment) that 
is applicable to their standard of play.

Partners should rally between each other and each 
time they are able to rally to 5 in a row, they gain 
one point.

Simple regression of this activity for less experi-
enced players would be to have the rally be first to 
3 points. Teams can compete against each other 
to see who can get the most points in the allocat-
ed time frame.
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Serve Return Rally

In serve return and rally this kids tennis game looks 
at developing the first components of serve rally 
score, the philosophy encouraged by the ITF for 
young junior players.

On a modified court (if necessary – in the image 
below they are playing on a modified court and 
serving from the service line), players will serve, 
return and rally a ball back. Every time they achieve 
this sequence (so 3 shots in total) they get a point. 
Allow each server to serve 5 points in a row after 
which the will swap.

Teams can compete against each other for the 
highest score or compete against themselves indi-
vidually to see if they can beat their high score.

If junior young players are not up to the level of 
serving allow them to drop and hit to begin.

If they use the service box a good trick is to mark 
out a centre-line (not shown in image above) so 
that they can learn to serve cross court.

Tag Team Tennis

Tag team tennis for junior players is a singles 
tournament played in pairs. players will switch 
with their partner after two points. Note the game 
is played in modified settings with modified nets, 
courts, balls and tennis rackets. In the example 
below they are playing half court service boxes, 
with a service line down the middle.

The match will be first to 4 points and then either 
a random swap of teams, or winners can move 
up a court and the team that lost can go down 
half a court.



Super Team Challenge

Super Team Challenge is a fun and exciting teams 
based tennis for kids. Play on modified courts 
where necessary depending on their age and skill 
level. Modified balls and rackets are also highly 
recommended for the kids. The below example is 
however illustrated on a full-sized court, however 
the court is restricted to just the service boxes.

This is a tiebreak match (with sudden-death at 6-6) 
however each player will play one point and the 
person who lost will go to the back of the line. A 
player can only play a maximum of 3 points in a row 
(e.g. win three points and then back of the line).

To make things interesting one player from each 
team can throw dice and the number which 
comes up will be the number that the team starts 
on (this can be adapted so the score can go to 10 
points at the coach’s discretion).

Escalator Ride

In escalator ride the kids will play as many points 
as possible in a set time-frame determined by the 
coach (i.e. 3 minutes). Whoever is winning at the 
end of the time period will move up a court and 
the loser will move down a court. In the example 
below the player’s will either move up or down 
half a court, since the matches are two per tennis 
court (down-the-line half court tennis).

This should be undertaken on modified courts, 
with modified nets, ball and rackets appropriate for 
the level ability. On the diagram below the players 
are playing down-the-line half court, with a 3/4 
length baseline marked out with drop-down-lines.

The coach should put a deterrent in place for time 
waster’s (i.e. those who waste time when they are 
leading). Examples of deterrents can be warnings 
that the score will be flipped e.g. of it’s 4-2 to play-
er X, than player Y will be winning 4-2. However 
explaining this at the start should be enough warn-
ing to stop kids time-wasting during the match.



Bounce, Chase, Catch

This game has two different options or variations.

1. The 1st game variation is the coach feeding balls 
over the head of four players who are posi-
tioned across the court just inside the service 
line (as shown in the diagram below). The coach 
will feed a low-compression ball that will bounce 
over their head, and the child will have to run 
and catch it off the bounce.

 The child must face their back to the coach and 
react once the ball goes over their head. The 
coach will call out the number assigned to the 
player before the coach hits the shot, so the 
player is aware the ball is for them.

2. The 2nd game variation is for more advanced 
children – the coach calls out the assigned 
number of the player when the coach hits a 
shot. The shot should go towards the player 
who will have their back turned. The player (who 
has their back turned) must quickly turn around 
when they hear their number and attempt to 
catch the ball.

Note: For safety use low compression or foam balls 
for this game.

Each time a player makes a catch in either game 
variation they take a step backwards. The player 
closest to the baseline after 5-10 minutes wins.  
This is a great game for developing reaction, foot-
work and hand-eye coordination in kids.

Dodge the Dragonballs

The coach will be a dragon, facing the adventur-
ous kids who are travelling over the molten lava 
up to the dragon lair.

Their mission is to stay alive while the dragon is 
rolling his/her flaming dragonballs towards the 
kids. The kids are only allowed to move in the 
service boxes, and must dodge all the low-com-
pression balls that are moving their way.

Essentially this drill is just dodgeball with 
low-compression balls. If a kid gets hit below the 
knees by a rolling ball, he/she needs to go pick 
up 5 balls and place them back in the basket to 
continue on.

If the players go outside the service boxes they 
must also pick up 5 balls.
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1st to the Baseline

Giving kids a little competition can create a great 
atmosphere in a lesson. Of course it does depend 
on the personality of the kids and their desire 
to compete, so do this tennis game with a little 
wisdom. A way around this is to get kids to work 
in pairs, so that it’s not an individual win or an 
individual loss.

In the diagram below there are 4 players (two 
teams of two kids).

1. The kids will line up on the service line.

2. The coach will be on the other side of the net 
feeding (hand feeds next to the kids can be 
used for less experienced players).

3. The coach will randomly (but evenly) feed to 
each kid. If they make the shot over the net, 
they will take one step backwards towards the 
baseline.

4. If they make a mistake they will take a step 
closer to the net.

5. The 1st child to the baseline, and who com-
pletes a shot on the baseline wins.

Note: Make sure if players are taking shots behind 
another player who hasn’t progressed as quickly 
towards the baseline, that you clear the play-
ers who are in front of them, so that there is no 
chance of them being hit.

This drill can be easily changed up. For example 
backhands can be hit to players who are approach-
ing the baseline. Or players might only need to 
reach 3/4 court. For those kids who are near the 
net you can give them a volley which is generally 
an easier shot for a young player close to the net.  
Another approach is for the coach at the same time 
to run the same drill from his own end of the court 
too - this allowing for 8 active participants.
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The Line Game

This is a warm-up game that increases children’s 
knowledge of the tennis court.

1. The coach will line the players up in the start-
ing position. This can be on the service line as 
per the image below.

2. The coach will then call out a line or object and 
the players will have to run to it. For example 
“Baseline”, “Advantage Singles Line”, “Net”  
or even “Back Fence”.

3. You could create a competition, giving a 
reward to the first child to the line.

Coaches can make this game even more fun,  
by tricking the players, such as pointing towards 
the net and calling out baseline. Or even having  
the players act out an animal as they move to the 
line. Such as “Bunny Rabbit to the Service line”, 
which would see the kids do bunny hops to the 
service line.

Centipede

The coach will split players up into two groups in 
the Centipede game.

1. The teams will line up behind the baseline. The 
object of the game is to move as a team and 
have a ball that the coach feeds along the 
ground, travel through the legs of all members 
of the team (similar to tunnelball)

2. The coach will feed a ball along the ground 
that challenges the teams to move together 
and have it pass between their legs

3. If the ball goes through every team member’s 
legs then they will score a point.

4. The member at the back of the line will collect 
the ball, run to the front and throw the ball to 
the coach and take up their new position at 
the front of the line.

5. This process will repeat.

It’s a great game to play with kids as it focus-
es on not only movement but teamwork. The 
coach can gradually make the movements more 
challenging by feeding the ball along the ground 
further from each team.
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Catch Your Way Back In

Catch your way back in is a classic favourite used 
by tennis coaches all around the world. 

1. Players will all begin on one end of the court, 
lined up horizontally (see diagram).

2. The coach will randomly feed to one of the 
players. This makes sure that every child is 
engaged, as they are not sure when they will 
receive a ball to hit.

3. If the player hits the ball back over the net, they 
are safe and they stay where they are (as long 
as they don’t get caught out – see below)

4. If a kid misses their shot they will need to go to 
the other end of the court and try and catch 
the ball to get back into the game (the diagram 
shows two players currently trying to catch the 
ball to go to the other end of the court to hit 
again).

5. The coach can choose what represents a 
“catch” depending on the skill level of the play-
ers. This could be a normal catch on-the-full for 
better players, or something as basic as stop-
ping the ball with your hands before it rolls off 
the singles court for less experienced children.

Different twists to the game could include:

-  The coach can give immunity to a player if they 
successfully hit a backhand over the net (even 
if they get caught), and still allow the catcher to 
come back over to the other end to hit as well.

-  Allow the players to rotate so they hit shots 
from different sides of the court (advantage and 
deuce side)

-  One-hand-one-bounce is a great option. If the 
ball bounces once the catcher must catch it 
with one hand to go back to the hitting end of 
the court.



Eagle Wings

Players line up and run until they reach the 
coach who will drop a ball for them to hit either a 
forehand or backhand for over the net. This drill 
can be used with modified balls and nets where 
appropriate. Cones can be set up on the other 
side of the net, which if they hit a cone they get 
another shot.

Serve Progression

Teaching young kids to serve is an often over-
looked aspect of coaching. The serve is the most 
complicated and difficult shot in tennis for young 
children.

There is however an easy, fun, challenging and 
engaging way to encourage kids to practice their 
serve. It’s called Serve Progression.

1. Students will line up on the first line closest to 
the net as shown in the diagram. The placing 
of the line will be dependent on the skill level 
of the players in the group (i.e. either closer or 
further away from the net).

2. Players will first attempt to overarm throw 
2 balls to the correct service-box in a row. 
Players need to know how to overarm throw 
before they serve.

3. Once they achieve that, they will try to serve 
two statue-serves in a row. Statue-serves 
are serves with your feet together, where the 
players can’t move their feet after their serve. 
This helps them achieve a consistent ball-toss 
since they can’t move around.  As an alterna-
tive, you may wish to allow one step forward 
(right foot) only for a typical “stance serve”.

4. Once the players complete this, they are able 
to move back to the next line (in this case it is 
the service line).

Do not move players back until every player has 
achieved progression (or move those that have 
not achieved progression to the other side of the 
court (either deuce or advantage side) so they 
don’t get hit by players behind them.

Each time a full cycle of challenges is complete 
the players will move back. In the diagram this is 
as follows:

The first yellow line closest to the net; The service 
line; 3/4 court line; Baseline.
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Empty The Nest

This a fast-paced fun warm-up game that  
kids love.

1.  The coach will divide the players up into two 
teams of roughly equal ability. Each team will 
go to one end of the court.

2.  The coach will put a number of balls onto each 
end of the court in equal numbers.

3.  The coach will put 90 seconds on the clock. In 
that time the kids will try and get all their balls 
onto the other end of the court into their oppo-
sition’s nest.

4.  Each player can only pick up and throw over 
the net one ball at a time. After which they can 
go and find another ball to throw over.

The team with the fewest balls on their end of the 
court at the end of 90 seconds wins the game.

Rob The Nest

1. Divide children into even teams and place a 
racket with 7 balls in the team’s base (marked 
out with tennis cones) for each team, with 
another racket in the middle with 11 balls.

2. When the game starts players will take balls 
from either the middle or the oppositions rack-
ets.

3. If a player takes from the other team, they can 
be tagged in the opposition base area. If this 
happens they will have to stay trapped in the 
opposition’s base and can only be tagged out 
by a teammate who also can be tagged by an 
opposition player as well.

4. After 5 minutes the team with the most balls 
back on their team’s racket wins. The game 
can also be lost if all the players in one team 
are tagged in the opposition base area and 
therefore stay trapped in the opposition’s base.
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Racket Skills Level Challenge

Kids love this game because it works at their own 
pace and is a game that will challenge any kid. 
There are 6 levels that the boys and girls can try 
and work through.

1.  The coach will line up players on a coloured-
spot marker that they will have to stand on and 
complete each level from. The diagram has 
these players on yellow drop-down spots.

2.  The coach will demonstrate beforehand all  
6 levels which the players have to try and com-
plete. The players will start on level 1, and  
move to level 2, and so on as they complete 
each level.

Here are the levels – remember the players are 
not allowed to move off their drop-down marker, 
or they must re-attempt the level:

Level 1: bounce the ball downwards with the 
racket 5 times in a row

Level 2: bounce the ball downwards with the 
racket 10 times in a row.

Level 3: bounce the ball upwards with the racket 
5 times without letting it bounce on the ground

Level 4: bounce the ball with the edge (side) of 
the racket 10 times in a row

Level 5: wrap the racket around the back so that 
it is now to the left side of the body (assuming 
the player is right handed – it’s the right side of 
the body for a left-handed player) – they need to 
bounce the ball upwards on the top of the strings 
8 times

Level 6: a player must put the racket through 
their legs, coming from behind their body while 
in a crouching position, and bounce the ball on 
top of their strings 5 times without letting the ball 
bounce on the ground.

Obviously the coach can change the number 
of times an action must occur (such as 5 or 10 
bounces) depending on the skill level of the play-
ers, to make each level easier or more difficult.



Scoop Tennis

Scoop Tennis is a great kids tennis game that pro-
vides a fun element of teamwork. It can be used 
as both a warm-up game or a standalone tennis 
drill during the lesson.

1.  The coach will divide the players into two 
teams of equal ability, putting each team on an 
end of the court.

2.  The teams will verse each other, with all players 
playing at once.

3.  The coach will feed the ball in. It will work as 
per the usual rules of tennis with some import-
ant differences.

4.  A team can hit the ball as many times as they 
like between each other, before the ball goes 
to the opposition on the other end of the court. 
In fact the ball can even roll along the ground, 
or be scooped up against the fence or net and 
even have it bounce as many times as they 
like. A team’s aim is to hit the ball over the net 
to the other team (the court includes the dou-
bles alley).

5.  The way a team loses a point, is by:

 - hitting the ball out when they attempt to hit it 
over the net

 - hitting the ball under the net into the other 
end of the court

 - hitting the ball around the net and it not going 
in as per normal tennis

 - the ball stopping completely still on their 
team’s end of the court

- a player touching the ball twice in a row (a player 
can hit/touch the ball once and then has to 
wait until another player touches it before they 
can touch it again).

6. As the name suggests if the ball is rolling along 
the ground but hasn’t stopped still, a player 
can scoop the ball upwards against a fence 
to get it back into the air to better help one of 
their teammates to hit it back to the other end 
of the court.

 

The coach should play first to 10 or 15 points.  
Players will be required to work as a team and 
learn to communicate, as they are not allowed to 
hit the ball more than once in a row. So they will 
have to learn to play with other players on their 
team – much like doubles.
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Egg to Nest Race

A fun and engaging game for kids is the egg to 
nest tennis race. It can be used as a warm-up or a 
fast, high-intensity finish to a lesson.

However in saying that because it includes different 
shots that the coach can select, it can be used 
even during the lesson to work on both fitness and 
overall consistency of shots for the players.

The race will work as follows:

1. Two teams will line up as shown in the diagram. 
The aim of the race is for a team to get all the 
balls from one end of the court back into their 
nest before the other team.

2. The coach will select a shot that the players 
must hit, such as a forehand or backhand.

3. The first player in line will race to a set of balls 
located just behind the service line on the other 
end of the court.

4. They will then take one of the balls and play a 
shot from the service line, hitting the shot back 
to the other end of the court towards their 
teammates. The ball must land in the service 
box on the other end of the court.

5. If it doesn’t the 2nd player in line must throw the 
ball back to the 1st player to try again, or if it 
goes into the net the 1st player must run, grab 
the ball and go back to the service line to hit it 
again.

6. If the 1st player hits the shot into the service 
box, then the 2nd player will collect the ball 
and take it back to the nest (which is a hula 
hoop in front of their team’s line – as shown in 
the diagram).

7. Then this process will repeat again, however 
it will be the 2nd player now running to the 
other side to hit a shot, and the 3rd player 
in line catching and collecting the ball to put 
back in the nest. The 1st player will during this 
time rejoin the back of the line.

8. The first team to get all their balls into their 
nest wins.

The coach needs to ensure that there is equal 
number of balls for both teams to make it fair.

With large numbers of players, shorten the lines 
and add more teams.
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Ball Pick-Up

When coaching kids, if you don’t approach ‘ball-
pick-up‘ in the right way, it can turn out to be an 
almost impossible task. How do you get them to 
pick up balls, and do it in a fast effective way? 
Simple…give them an incentive.

Incentives can come in a variety of ways, from 
lollies, to bonus-points, to allowing them the 
right to join in on the next game. You can even 
say “see how many balls you can bring to me on 
the strings of your racket”.  However one other 
incentive not-often used is to turn the ball-pick-
up into a game itself.

This is how it works:

1.  Split the boys and girls into pairs, or let them 
pick their own partners.

2.  From here you can create a variety of different 
games. Here’s a few below:

-  Give one player a bucket and the other player 
must pick up a ball and throw it into the buck-
et. The pair with the most balls wins.

-  Make the pairs hold the bucket together at the 
same time, as they move around the court, 
and work as a team putting the balls into the 
bucket. The pair with the most number of balls 
wins.

-  Have the pair hold a racket together and work 
as a team putting the balls on-top of the strings 
as they collect them.

-  Have the kids ‘own a spot of the court’ (such 
as a service box) and they move as many of 
the balls into that area of the court using their 
feet only.

-  Tell the kids they are only allowed to use a 
certain body part to touch the balls and collect 
them, such as their right or left hand. Have their 
partner use the other hand, and tell the kids 
that each player in the pair must touch each 
ball at least once as they collect it.
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Throw Tennis

Kids need to learn how to throw both underarm 
and overarm as soon as possible - though at the 
same time you should defer them from trying out a 
forehand or backhand drive or volley.

One great way to teach both throwing and a basic 
understanding of tennis is to combine the two.  

Throw tennis works similarly to normal tennis, 
except we reduce the size of the court to just mini-
court (service boxes) for the kids, however this can 
be modified to suit more/less developed players. In 
the diagram, players are playing half-court, cover-
ing one service box each.

Each player will throw the ball over the net, acting 
as their shot. As per normal rules, if the ball doesn’t 
go in you lose the point, or if it bounces twice you 
also lose the point. If a ball is fumbled while a catch 
is attempted, the coach can choose depending on 
the player’s ability level, whether that means they 
lose the point, or that it is play-on.

The coach can introduce a rule that the player 
must alternate between an underarm and overarm 
throw, so that the kids get used to both actions.
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Child Friendly Rules 
The following is provided courtesy of the ITF 
and amended by ATPCA

The Serve

• The server should stand with both feet behind 
the baseline 

• The server should take turns serving from 
right then left half of the court 

• The serve must land in the diagonally oppo-
site service box on the opponent’s side of the 
court 

• If the serve doesn’t land in the correct service 
box, or they miss the ball (it’s a fault), they get 
a second try, but if this also misses the server 
loses the point (double fault) 

• The service can be hit overarm or underarm 
but the ball must bounce before being hit. 
If the server swings at the ball but misses, 
counts as a”fault” 

• If the serve is taken from the wrong side 
and is not noticed, all points played from the 
wrong side stand. But, go back to the correct 
side as soon as this mistake is noticed 

• The receiver must let the serve bounce. If the 
receiver hits the ball before it bounces they 
lose the point 

• If the served ball touches the top of the net 
but lands in the correct box, this serve should 
be replayed (the ‘let’ service) 

• Players take it in turn to serve and receive 
after each game

When the Ball is in Play 

• During play (except when receiving the serve), 
players can hit the ball either before or after 
one bounce 

• The ball must land in the court boundaries 
(within the lines)

• If the ball hits a player (not their racquet), that 
player loses the point 

• If a player hits a ball that would have landed out 
before it bounces, the point continues (unless 
this was the return of serve where they would 
lose the point) 

• If any player touches the net whilst the ball is in 
play then, he/she loses the point  

Player and Parent 
Code of Conduct
During Matches

• Treat opponents with respect 

• Call the score after each point 

• Abide by the score and line calls when 
announced by an umpire or scorer 

• Avoid challenging the umpire’s call

• Call the supervisor when you can’t agree the 
score or have another dispute that can’t be 
agreed on

• Treat the court, equipment and facilities with 
respect 

• During matches remain on court unless organ-
iser agrees to a break 

• Report results at the end of the match to the 
competition/tournament supervisor 

Between Matches 

• Stay close to the courts so that you are ready 
when called 

• Treat facilities with respect at all times 

• Place bags and equipment in the appropriate 
area 

• Be respectful to other players, parents and 
organisers  
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Parents Code of  
Conduct
• Comment positively on your child’s performance 

• Refrain from interfering with scoring or line call-
ing (unless acting as an agreed scorer) 

• Show respect for your child’s opponent, parents 
and any supervisor 

• Refrain from calling out other than to offer 
encouragement during the matches 

• Refrain from coaching your child during match-
es 

• Remain off court at all times 

An environment where children can enjoy playing 
tennis and be rewarded for their efforts is import-
ant. The purpose of any competition is to create a 
platform for players to be introduced to competi-
tion at a level suitable for their age and understand-
ing. By doing this it is likely that more children will 
feel confident to progress to events outside the 
club and continue to happily compete for the rest 
of their lives. 



tennis@atpca.com.au

(02) 9982 2000

ATPCA, PO Box 555,  
Narrabeen, NSW 2101 Australia


